INTH ODUCTIO
In rvalu:tint; the r-lIatllve valuc.' or am wvhn wr,'&pon .... wlth to all other weapon syoltens, frequ,ntly a o-t-effortiverezso basik i:
establl shed.
A criterion for judgin; the cffectiveness of weapons systems involve:
a comparison of the results achieved by the respective weapon systems with thrc costs of the systems.
Cost may be regarded not only as monetary cost but as the cost of the effort required to prodce and use the weapon. The evaluation of weapons based on zu'h a comparison of Jesults with efforts may be done in either of two ways:
(1) in the first procedure one fixes the cost of the effort, and endeavors to choose a± weapon system or a set of weapon systems which yield a maximum of results;
(2) in the second procedure, one fixes the results,e.g., an expectation of destroying several targets, and endeavors to choose a weapon system or systems which achieve this result wi-,h a minimum cost. Briefly, form (1) gives maxim=s results for fixed cost, and form (2) provides for determining the ninIr.um cost requirLd to obtain fixed results. The first procedure was employed for the current study.
SATEMENT OF TE PROBLEM
Suppose that we are to select a weapons system composed of n elements
El, E 2 , ... Y E n . The cost of the system is not to exceed the amount C. This system is to be used to perform an assignment with a result measured by the function R(E1, E 2 , ... , E). There exist several alternative choices for each element Ei of the system, i.e., Ei belongs to the set (E 1 l, Ei 2 , ... Eik(i)].
Associated with each E i is a corresponding cost c ij. The problem then is max R(Elj s E 2 j2 "'" ' Enjn) any value less than C and the number of elements may be any natur',l numtber .,1::' than n. This approach enables one to obtain vital information alout the ch±r7c
in optimal policies as the basic paramet-!rs C and n vary. A weapon system is to be -omposed of three units, a gun unit, a projectilej unit, and a fire control unit. The weanon system is to be assigned the task of destroying a particular target. The measure R is to be identified with the I probability, Q, that the system will destroy the target. Therefore we hare 't our disposal a set of guns fGI, G 2 , ... , G}, a set of projectiles Using the results of the previous section we find that input data.
In doing so he will observe that one is frcq-uently plagued by unnece":ary The next step in the procedure is the computation of f 2 (z). Here we encounter the difficulty mentioned above. We shall resort to the constructicn of several auxiliary, bookkeeping Tables 71l, II2 Z.() was the last entry, the:. z ( 1 ) is replaced by a iarie number. We will use -he sy-r.bl to en:phesizc th.: fact. N w the entries c f the X(1 ) C DI of We will now obtain the entries for the f 2 (z) table from the auxiliary tablez in the following manner:
For each table II let
From our example we obtain z = min (4, 5, 7, 10, 11) = 4, and If we continue in t~lis manner, we obtain the f 2 (z) The entries in the G(z)) and X (l)z2)1 columns are the valies of G and 
